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BOOKS RECEIVED 
GENERAL: POUTIC.f.L & LEGAL 
FOUNDATIONS OF POLITICAL ANALYSIS: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 
THEORY OF COLLECTIVE CHOICE. By ROBERT ABRAMS. New York, NY: Columbia 
University Press, 1980,357 pp., paper. 
The theory of collective choice, a deductive theory of analysis utilizing the tools of formal logic 
and probability theory, has been developing as a method of analysis in the political science field 
in recent years. This book is intended as an introduction to the theory, a theory which may 
possibly emerge as the preeminent theoretical approach to political analysis in the future. Abrams 
argues that various parts of collective choice theory are structurally related and that perhaps 
political activities to which the theory is applied are also related. Abrams' ultimate hope is that 
application of the collective choice theory by political scientists to various topics in the field will 
result in the advancement of our knowledge of the political process. 
THE DUE PROCESS OF LAW. By LORD DENNING. London, England: Butterworth & Co., 
Ltd., 1980,263 pp., paper. 
U sing the experience gained from his years on the Court of Appeal and as Master of the Rolls, 
Lord Denning presents the reader with an examination of the pitfalls encountered in the pursuit 
and administration of just ice, touching on such subjects as the victimization of witnesses, disobe-
dience of court orders, misconduct of judges and ministers, and lawyers' delay tactics. These 
problems are illustrated by reference to cases brought before Lord Denning. His reasoning 
underlying the solution or attempted solution of a case is the focal point of each chapter. 
The last part of the book is devoted to an examination of family law, particularly Lord Den-
ning's contributions towards recognition of the wife's interest with the husband's interest at law. 
STUDIES IN CONTRACT LAW. EDITED BY BARRY j. REITER AND JOHN SWAN. Toronto, 
Canada: Butterworth & Co. (Canada), Ltd., 1980,461 pp., $50.00 cloth. 
This book is comprised of in-depth studies concerning twelve important and topical issues 
related to the field of Canadian contract law. The studies, prepared by nine well-established legal 
authorities in Canada, provide substantive reviews of the present status of each selected aspect of 
contract law. More significantly, the studies furnish stimulating and innovative examinations of 
the policy considerations behind each area as well as discussions of their potential future trends, 
changes and modifications. 
Among the areas of law addressed in the book are: the relationship between contract and tort 
law; the adoption of the concept of foreseeability to new social circumstances; an economic ap-
proach to the doctrine of unconscionability; and the arguments for viewing employment relation-
ships through a property law rather than through a contract law perspective. 
PAPERS AND COMMENTS DELIVERED AT THE EIGHTH ANNUAL WORKSHOP 
ON COMMERCIAL AND CONSUMER LAW. EDITED BY JACOB S. ZIEGEL. Toronto, 
Canada: Butterworth & Co., Ltd., 1980, 231 pp., cloth. 
The Eighth Annual Workshop on Commercial and Consumer Law involved a wide range of 
topics concerning current matters of interest in commercial and consumer law. This collection is 
topically arranged according to general areas of interest such as contract remedies, consumer 
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developments, product and service quality, and consumer redress mechanisms. The papers, con-
tributed by leading Canadian commercial and consumer experts, include: "Specific Performance 
in a Planned Community," "Legal Responsibility of Credit Card Issuers for Merchants' Defec-
tive Performance," "The Suitability oftheJudiciary as An Institution of Control over the Quali-
ty of Manufactured Products" and "The Efficiency of Liability Rules in Determining Optimal 
Product Quality." The collection also discusses specific Canadian small claims court develop-
ments in Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba. 
The Eighth Annual Workshop included a challenging keynote address by Professor William T. 
Stanbury, University of British Columbia, on reform of the regulating function of government in 
economic activity in Canada. Professor Stanbury discussed the public concern in Canada over 
the growth of government regulation and examined the issues involved in either increasing or 
decreasing such involvement. The variety of approaches offers some fresh perspectives to issues 
recurrent in modern commercial and consumer law. Rather than attempting to collect a compre-
hensive and exhaustive guide to commercial and consumer law, the workshop brings together 
stimulating and informative theses expounded by some of modern Canada's notable scholars in 
these areas. 
REASONS FOR JUDGMENT: A HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND OTHER JUDICIAL 
OFFICERS. By ROMAN N. KOMAR. Toronto, Canada: Butterworth & Co., Ltd., 1980, 103 
pp., cloth. 
This handbook is designed to assist judges in the skill of better judgment writing. The author, 
recognizing that education intended to teach or to improve judicial writing is sparse, has gathered 
together from available literature and from practicing judges, practical methods and advice for 
writing opinions. 
The book is divided into three main parts: ethics, style and mechanics. In the ethics section, 
guidelines are provided by which a judge may determine whether reasons for a point should be 
given and what should go into those reasons. Elements of style, such as tone, objectivity and the 
use of judicial humor, are discussed in the following section. In the final part, the coverage of 
mechanics ranges from simple concerns, including statements of facts and issues, to the use of 
footnotes and the more complex stylistic problems encountered in legal analysis. 
According to the author, the writings of judges should become great literature. The art of the 
judgment writer is not only to provide reason but also to inspire. The lack of a textbook guide to 
judicial writing in either Canada or the United States should make this manual a welcome and 
useful tool for both recently appointed and experienced judges. 
AVIATION INSURANCE. By R.D. MARGO. London, England: Butterworth & Co., Ltd., 
1980, 363 pp., cloth. 
Insurance has become a critical component of civil aviation, yet manuals and textbooks on the 
subject are scarce. The author examines all forms and applications of aviation insurance, in an 
attempt to provide practitioners and students alike with a legal primer on the subject. The work 
focuses primarily on the principles of English aviation insurance law, using the very successful 
London aviation insurance market as its point of departure. However, the laws and decisions of 
courts of other jurisdictions are examined where appropriate. 
In addition to the examination of various forms, policies and insurance, the author discusses 
claims, adjustments and the extent of the insurer's liability. The types of aviation insurance 
covered include: cargo legal liability, products legal liability, airport owners and operators liabili-
ty, loss of license, personal accident and life, war and hijacking, satellites and hovercraft. 
TORT LIABILITY IN A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING REGIME. By SUSAN A. TACON. 
Toronto, Canada: Butterworth & Co., (Canada) Ltd., 1980, 148 pp., $30.00 cloth. 
This book examines cases dealing with picketing, during the period from 1966 to 1977, in light 
of the proposition that courts are the wrong forum to resolve labor disputes so as to facilitate the 
legislative policy of collective bargaining. The author suggests that a preferable alternative might 
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be an administrative tribunal. The theory underlying the book's analysis is that judicial adjudica-
tion suffers from institutional and doctrinal handicaps. Such handicaps include the doctrine of 
stare decisis, principles of statutory interpretation, and the constraint of the lis and interlocutory 
proceedings as the primary forum for hearing labor disputes. 
The book focuses on the response of the Canadian courts to picketing. In addition, some com-
parisons are drawn using the British Columbia Labour Relations Board, a suggested prototype 
for an administrative tribunal, as a useful counterpoint. The materials are organized according to 
the various phases in the collective bargaining relationship. This method of organization reveals 
judicial attitudes and decision-making in the interplay between tort law and labor relations. 
RESTRICTING THE CONCEPT OF FREE SEAS: MODERN MARITIME LAW RE-
EVALUATED. ByGEORGEP. SMITH II. Huntington, N.Y.: Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co., 
Inc., 1980, 242 pp., cloth. 
International law has recognized, since the time of the Roman publicists, the importance of na-
tions' free use of global waters. However, various considerations must necessarily restrict the 
concept of total freedom of the seas . Foremost among the limiting factors is the coastal state's 
need to protect its economic and security interests. In addition, the law of the sea recognizes that 
a state may claim legitimately a certain breadth of territorial sea adjacent to its coastline within 
which it may control the passage of foreign vessels, thereby curtailing an absolute freedom of 
passage. 
The increasing necessity of clarifying customary international law concerning the concept of 
free seas and reconciling the competing interests of maritime and coastal nations culminated in 
two significant conferences which purported to codify the customary international law: the 1958 
Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea and the ongoing Third United Nations Conference on 
the Law of the Sea. In Restricting the Concept of Free Seas, Smith traces the development of the law of 
the sea from the adherence to custom through the most recent Law of the Sea Conference. He 
focuses on the political factors that influenced the attempted 1958 codification of the innocent 
passage principle, which represented a compromise position for maritime and coastal states, and 
the continuing effort of the Third United Nations Conference to further refine the concept. 
In addition, Smith discusses the proposed Third United Nations Conference treaty provisions 
governing civil and criminal jurisdiction, passage through archipelagic waters and activity in the 
exclusive economic zone. Smith illustrates how international law experts have struggled with the 
complex nature of the law of the sea and he highlights the complications inherent in redefining 
historical concepts in a manner which will preserve their effectiveness in modern international 
maritime law. 
GENERAL: ECONOMIC & SOCIAL 
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER: THE NORTH-SOUTH DEBATE. 
EDITED BY JAGDISH N. BHAGWATI. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1977,390 pp., paper. 
This anthology presents a clear analysis of proposals brought by the world's less developed 
countries for a new international economic order. It also discusses how the developed world can 
best respond to these suggestions. Premised on two broad notions: 1) that the term "Third 
World" is no longer viable, given OPEC's success and 2) that political motivations have partly 
inspired these proposals, the resulting work surveys the dominant issues in this area today. 
Ethnic and political considerations are included, so as to make the collected essays by political 
scientists and economists more than narrow economic tracts. 
The introduction is particularly useful. It outlines the evolution of the economic and political 
philosophy of the developing countries. Thus, the reader is provided with an historical perspec-
tive by which to measure these countries' views of the current economic situation. The collected 
articles are subsequently divided into four discussion areas: 1) Resource Transfers; 2) Interna-
tional Trade; 3) World Food Problems; and 4) Technology Transfer and Diffusion. Many ar-
ticles are followed by critical commentaries. The book closes with a brief panel discussion which 
unifies the work, while assessing the inherent problems of the proposals. 
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These collected essays were originally presented at a workshop held at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology in May 1976. This volume is part of the MIT Bicentennial Studies Series. 
COMPARATIVE REGIONAL SYSTEMS: WEST AND EAST EUROPE, NORTH AMER-
ICA, THE MIDDLE EAST, AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. EDITED BY WERNER J. 
FEW AND GAVIN BOYD. New York, NY: Pergamon Press, 1980, 521 pp., $12.50 paper. 
Contributions from numerous distinguished area specialists and generalists provide a compre-
hensive examination of various regional systems. The volume is designed to delineate patterned 
and unpatterned forms of international interaction through which states relate to their neighbors. 
The sources and forms ofthis activity are discussed, as are the issues which contribute to it in ad-
dition to those which it produces. 
Each chapter critically examines the underlying problems affecting the development of inter-
governmental relationships, diverse forms of political culture, psychological and sociological 
aspects of regional politics, elements of economic cooperation and other factors contributing to 
interdependence and conflicting behavior of states. 
The study concludes by analyzing relations among regions and discusses the complex links be-
tween regional and global politics. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE BY ORDER. EDITED BY KEN PEASE AND WILLIAM MCWILLIAMS. 
Edinburgh, Scotland: Scottish Academic Press, 1980, 143, pp., $12.50 paper. 
The notion that the wage of sin is work is as old as time, but its successful translation into a 
viable penal alternative has won near universal acclaim as an innovative departure from tradi-
tional penal treatment. 
The first community service orders in England were issued in January 1973, and represented 
landmarks in English penal history. Since then, this unique form of sentence has experienced a 
rate of growth unequalled by any penal innovation in recent history. 
This book is the first major, published attempt to identify and to analyze the suppositions, 
practices and prospects of the community service order. Eight contributors outline the history of 
community service as a sentence, its adaptability for use by various private and public agencies, 
and also compare the order to traditional prison sentences and probation. The work concludes 
with a discussion of the dilemmas facing the development of community service orders against the 
current background of unsettled penal philosophy. 
WOMEN: THE FIFTH WORLD. By ELISE BOULDING. New York, NY: The Foreign Policy 
Association, Inc., 1980, 64 pp., paper. 
Dartmouth sociologist Boulding's essay is published in the Headline Series of pamphlets by the 
Foreign Policy Association assisted by the National Endowment for the Humanities. It draws on 
the author's 1976 book, Tlu UruJerside of History: A View of Women Through Time (Boulder, Col-
orado: Westview Press). 
An historical account ofthe growth of the" neithe, "rsal nor very all .. lcnt" view of men as 
producers in the economy and of woman as homemake. s is presented together with a history of 
women's efforts to escape the resulting male domination through alternative life styles and reform 
movements. The author's thesis is that the West's male-female differentiation in economic roles 
has doomed international economic development efforts in the Third and (oil-poor) Fourth 
worlds by blinding them to the productive input of women there, who make up a silent and large-
ly invisible "Fifth World." Considerable emphasis is placed on the growing role of the United 
Nations, especially the International Women's Year Conference in Mexico City, in globalizing 
the modern women's movement and allowing Fifth World women to be heard. The author calls 
for dialogue, comtemplation and small-scale experimentation, especially by Western women, as 
ways of guiding future development efforts and integrating women into them, supplanting the 
pushes for industrialization and urbanization that male-run bureaucracies have produced. 
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INVESTING IN THE U.S.: RESOLVING THE LEGAL, FINANCING, REGULATORY 
AND TAX ISSUES. By ADAM STARCHILD. London, England: Euromoney Publications, 1980, 
119 pp., paper. 
Despite the longstanding predilection for free enterprise in the United States, regulation of 
private enterprise by federal and state government thrives. This publication emphasizes the im· 
portance for foreign businessmen and foreign corporations investing in the U.S. to have an acute 
awareness of these laws whether they are establishing a subsidiary company, entering into ajoint 
venture with a U.S. corporation or simply buying stock shares. Toward this end, the author's 
preliminary chapters describe the federal system generally explaining the role and powers of the 
legislature, the courts and the regulatory agencies within the system. The remainder of the pubh· 
cation contains a survey of specific laws affecting foreign investors which flow from these govern· 
ment bodies; the areas of law covered include: antitrust, securities, tax, copyright and trade-
mark, labor and social security, insurance, real estate and mortgages, visas and immigration, 
and accounting. 
The author stresses, however, that despite this seeming abundance of regulation, the U.S. still 
offers foreigners a particularly viable economic arena in which to invest. Important inducements 
which continue to make investing in the U.S. so profitable include a comparatively low corporate 
tax structure, unique financing mechanisms for new industry, availability of land and a large 
semi-skilled work force. These inducements, as well as others, are discussed thoroughly in this 
publication. 
ETHNIC AUTONOMY - COMPARATIVE DYNAMICS: THE AMERICAS, EUROPE 
AND THE DEVELOPING WORLD. EDITED BY RAYMOND L. HALL. New York, NY: 
Pergamon Press, Inc., 1979,436 pp., paper. 
This volume is a compilation of interdisciplinary case studies on ethnic behavior as it relates 
specifically to a wide variety of movements for self-determination - what the editor calls ethnic 
autonomy. The editor includes nationalist, secessionist, irredentist, schismatic and separatist 
movements under his general heading of ethnic autonomy. 
In separate sections on North America, Europe and the Third World, the various contributors 
focus on a limited number of variables which appear to be dominant factors in such movements, 
including: culture, economics, ethnicity, geography, history, language and religion. 
It is obvious from the disparate conclusions of the authors that there are many reasons for 
ethnic conflict. But there is a general consensus that one reason is the tendency of any group to re-
ject imposed social and political arrangements which places it in a disadvantageous position in 
the society. The most prevalent response of an ethnic group to these state-imposed disabilities is 
to seek autonomy. Behavior toward this end is usually a collective effort to create political and 
social changes based on the ethnic group's own traditions and values. These movements will be 
nationalistic, secessionist, irredentist, schismatic or separatist depending on the history of the 
state in which they live and the dominant values of other groups within the wider social system. 
Each essay in this book carefully examines the specific features of ethnic autonomy in a particular 
state setting; their collection in a single volume offers readers a unique global perspective in this 
field on comparative analysis. 
CO-FINANCING FOR DEVELOPMENT: WHY NOT MORE? By ROGER S. 
LEEDS.Overseas Development Council, Development Paper 29. Washington, D.C.: Overseas 
Development Council, 1980,53 pp., 53.00 paper. 
During the last decade, the developing third world countries greatly relied for monetary sup-
port on financing from private lenders. Commercial banks player! a large role in recycling funds 
from oil-rich to oil-poor countries. However, these nations are no' in danger of diminished sup-
port as commercial banks are affected by economic difficulties ana by the consequent pressure to 
restrict large-scale lending activities. 
Co-financing is a scheme of lending which combines the resources of private banks with those 
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of multilateral development institutions. It may provide a potential remedy to the growing pro-
blem by distributing the burden of providing financial assistance to underdeveloped countries. 
The Overseas Development Council has explored the idea of co-financing as an alternative to 
sole reliance on private banks. In this pamphlet, Roger Leeds, an investment officer with the In-
ternational Finance Corporation, explores the mechanics and problems of such a scheme and the 
prospects for greater use of co-financing as a viable financing tool. The pamphlet concludes with 
comments by John Ross, Adlai Stevenson, Said EI-Naggar and Hugo Margain, who assess 
Leeds' arguments in favor of more extensive co-financing use. 
NORTH - SOUTH: A PROGRAM FOR SURVIVAL. THE REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT 
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES. CHAIRED By WILLY BRANDT. Cam-
bridge, MA.: MIT Press, 1980,304 pp., 14.95 paper. 
This work discusses the growing crisis resulting from the economic differences between the in-
dustrial and the developing nations of the world. The Commission focuses on the alarming rate of 
starvation in under-developed nations, which is due to a world economic system that does not 
fulfill the needs of such nations. The report also documents the attempt by developing nations to 
cope with exploding population and the lack of corresponding economic development. 
In addition, the Commission stresses that the crisis facing the third world must be addressed by 
the industrialized nations. Not only is the third world a source of vital resources, but the political 
instability which results from the deficient economies in such nations is a threat to world peace. 
The Commission's report concludes that the industrialized nations do have the capacity to 
solve the problem and that action must be taken, immediately, to prevent ominous results. 
STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY. By HOLLIS CHENERY. New 
York, N.Y.: Oxford University Press, 1979,495 pp., $14.50 cloth, $5.95 paper. 
Although early analysis of economic development focused on initiating growth and increasing 
investment, subsequent experience has shown that developing countries have been able to ex-
pand their economies at unprecedented rates since World War II. While initiating growth re-
mains a problem for the least developed nations, the management of rapid structural changes re-
quired both to sustain growth and ensure a wider distribution of the benifits of growth is of crucial 
concern for most developing nations. The author writes that the necessity of restructuring 
economic relations is now considered fundamental to international as well as to national develop-
ment issues. 
In order to make effective use of more efficient technology, imported industrial goods and other 
influences from advanced nations necessitate coordinated changes in demand, production, trade 
and the allocation of capital and labor. Development policy is increasingly concerned with the 
management of structural change and with the development of feasible combinations of market 
forces and government intervention. 
Chenery, in collaboration with research groups at Stanford and Harvard Universities and the 
World Bank, employs comparative case studies of the transitional nations of Japan, Chile, Israel 
and Pakistan in an effort to identify the characteristic features of the development process, with 
an eye toward each nation's size and national characteristics. Using a typology based on resource 
endowments and international policies, Chenery analyzes the different patterns of change in pro-
duction and trade and the policies related to each. From the analysis of individual countries, the 
author proceeds to more general theories which are intended to be used in the design of interna-
tional policies. This general discussion illustrates the nature of interdependence and the relative 
importance of individual policies designed to influence given objectives. 
The volume contains statistical tables, mathematical equations and graphs. The interpretation 
and full appreciation of such data demands somewhat more than a rudimentary knowledge of 
economics and international investment. 
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GENERAL: MILITARY, TECHNOLOGICAL &I SCIENTIFIC 
HUMANITY IN WARFARE. By GEOFFREY BEST. New York, NY: Columbia University 
Press, 1980, 375 pp., 525.00 cloth. 
This study is based on the idea that if there are to be wars, it is better for all mankind that those 
who fight adhere to certain prohibitions and restraint on their conduct. That is, warring parties 
should and must give some credence to the long-standing concept of humanity in warfare. While 
admitting the paradoxical nature of this idea when most consider the very essence of warfare to be 
a denial of humanity, the author is nevertheless convinced that even in the most dire circum-
stances of war important aspects of humanity will often be revealed. 
In this regard, the author traces the notion oflimited warfare from pre-revolutionary Europe to 
the present. He specifically examines the historical development of international laws and con-
ventions which have established standards for warring parties including their deterioration dur-
ing the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, their revitalization in the decades before World War 
I, with the formation of the Red Cross and the conventions in Geneva and the Hague and, final-
ly, the progress that has been made with respect to these legal means of warfare control since their 
virtual atrophy during the two World Wars. 
ENERGY ISSUES AND ALLIANCE RELATIONSHIPS: THE UNITED STATES, 
WESTERN EUROPE AND JAPAN. By ROBERT L. PFALTZGRAFF, JR. Cambridge, MA: In-
stitute for Foreign Policy Analysis, Inc., 1980, 71 pp., 56.50 paper. 
In this Special Report, Mr. Pfaltzgraff examines energy supply-demand relationships among 
industrialized states. The author's thesis is that energy dependence constitutes the most im-
mediate security threat confronting the United States, Western Europe and Japan. This 
dependence gives rise to critical issues for the 1980' s: the role of nuclear energy, the prospects for 
international security and the maintenance of alliance relationships. 
Special emphasis is placed on the development of nuclear energy as an alternative for, or sup-
plement to, existing fuels. Mr. Pfaltzgraff carefully analyzes U.S. policy concerning both nuclear 
power and the transfer of nuclear technology. He concludes the report by presenting cogent 
policy options available to the United States and its allies. 
Energy Issues is one of a series of Special Reports published by the Institute for Foreign Policy 
Analysis, an independent, non-partisan research organization. 
THE ALMANAC OF WORLD MILITARY POWER. By TREVOR N. DUPUY, GRACE P. 
HAYES AND JOHN A.C. ANDREWS. San Rafael, CA: Presidio Press, 1980, 4th ed., 415 pp., 
$40.00 cloth. 
This volume is a significant reference work in any analysis of the potential result of future 
world conflict. The fourth edition of the volume contains up-to-date statistics on the armed forces 
and military strength of all the "significant" nations of the world. Thirty-five new countries have 
been added to this edition of The Almanac of World Military Power. 
The authors, retired officers of the various U.S. armed forces, have compiled national statistics 
on, inter alia: area, population, gross national product, fuel production, power output, defense 
structure, merchant fleet, annual military expenditures, civil air fleet, politico-military policy 
and alliances. In addition, there are regional surveys of military geography, strategic 
significance, regional alliances and recent intra- and extra-regional conflicts. A glossary gives 
descriptions of hundreds of various military vehicles and weapons. 
THE EMERGING STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT: IMPLICATIONS FOR BALLISTIC 
MISSILE DEFENSE. By LEON GOURE, WILLIAMG. HYLAND AND COLIN S. GRAY. Cambridge, 
MA.: Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, Inc., 1979,75 pp., 56.50 paper. 
For more than a decade, Soviet investment in defense has substantially exceeded that of the 
U.S. Steadily, the Soviet Union has built up its nuclear capabilities. This Special Report 
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presents three essays which express an increasing uncertainty about present balance of the 
strategic-nuclear relationship between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. 
The authors of the essays warn that Soviet intentions concerning the political utility of military 
power are not what U.S. policymakers have assumed them to be. According to the authors, the 
Soviets do not seek to achieve deterrence through mutually assured destruction. Rather, the 
Soviet Union intends to develop its military might far beyond that of the U.S .. Consequently, the 
Soviets would be free to pursue their foreign policy objectives with little risk of dangerous con-
frontation with the United States. 
Leon Goure writes on "Developments in Soviet Ballistic Missile Systems: Offensive and 
Defensive Capabilities." Hyland's essay deals with "The ABM Treaty and Options for Ballistic 
Missile Defense," while Gray centers on "Soviet Strategic Systems: Implications for the U.S. 
Deterrent Posture." 
WESTERN EUROPE 
A CONTINENT ASTRAY: EUROPE, 1970-1978. By WALTER LAQUEUR. New York, NY: 
Oxford University Press, 1979, 283 pp., S15.00 cloth. 
According to the author, the economic, social and political stability which Europe had enjoyed 
from the period of Stalin's death to the early 1970's has, in recent years, been eroded by the crises 
that face much of the free world. Walter Laqueur finds that recession, unemployment and social 
problems have begun to undermine the strengths of state throughout the nations of Western 
Europe. The combination of these problems and the lack of political integration among the in-
dividual countries has forced Europe into a precarious position in which it faces the prospect of 
tighter government control, possibly leading to renewed authoritarianism. 
This book explores the historical background of the difficulties now confronting Europe, and 
suggests that closer European Economic Community ties and unified efforts to remedy the prob-
lems may better enable the European countries to control their future. In discussing the Europe 
of the 1970's, the author addresses such topics as Eurocommunism, Euronationalism and Euro-
socialism. 
A SOURCE-BOOK ON FRENCH LAW: SYSTEMS - METHODS - OUTLINES OF 
CONTRACT. By SIR OTTO KAHN-FREUND, CLAUDINE LEVY AND BERNARD RUDDEN. Oxford, 
England: Oxford University Press, 1979, 2nd ed., 530 pp., $43.00 cloth. 
Recognizing that the need for British lawyers adept at French law has expanded dramatically 
since the entry of Great Britain into the European Economic Community, the authors have pro-
duced a second edition of their scholarly text. Although this book was intended to serve as a text 
book or as a research tool for undergraduate law students of comparative British-French law, it 
may be of use to American students seeking a comparison of the common law and a European 
code system. The authors chose to reproduce the French statutes and cases in their original 
French only, thus, those students who lack proficiency in French might suffer some difficulty in 
using this text. 
The first part of this book provides a view of the sources, categories and institutions of French 
Law. This part has been extensively updated in this second edition to reflect the increasing im-
portance of the Conseil ConstitutWnfUll and that body's use of the "Rights of Man" to control the 
law-making powers of the French Parliament. Also, the authors have included sections which il-
lustrate the role of the judicial committee of the Counseil d'EIIlJ and which explain the function of 
the French "ombudsman." 
The second part of the text - a study of the French law of contracts - enables the reader to 
understand how a code, which was produced before the modern market system came into being, 
can usefully govern modern business. The field of contracts is ideal for illustrating the interplay of 
the various sources oflaw. 
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THE STATE IN NORTHERN IRELAND 1921-1972: POLITICAL FORCES AND 
SOCIAL CLASSES. By PAUL BEW, PETER GIBBON AND HENRY PATfERSON. New York N.Y.: St. 
Martin's Press, 1979,225 pp., $19.95 cloth. 
This work presents a Marxist history of the state of Northern Ireland. It delineates the evolu-
tion of the major political developments from 1921 through 1972, with particular emphasis on the 
various strategies of Northern Ireland's leaders. The three authors, each with a book to his in-
dividual credit, examine the development of these forces in relation to the structural changes in 
Ireland and Britain. With the aid of some recently revealed public papers, the writers explore the 
differences between the various forms of Unionism. 
The authors preface their book with the statement that Irish Marxism is in danger of extinc-
tion, both politically and intellectually. "Its prospects of survival, let alone its development, seem 
slim," primarily because it has been unable to generate any form of successful political struggle. 
They add that the Marxist position on Ulster is only one among many generally compatible views 
such as imperialism and the right to self-determination. These diverse positions are examined 
historically and analytically. 
In 1972, after little more than 50 years of devolved power, the British government ended the 
autonomous administration in Northern Ireland. The Parliament at Stormont was prorogued 
and the civil service was absorbed into a new Northern Ireland Office under a Secretary of State. 
This action coincided with the administrative centralism of almost all of the controversial func-
tions of the local government in Northern Ireland. Together, these events signified the end of the 
state in Northern Ireland. The authors contend that the threat to take over Stormont's security 
powers was only a way to precipitate a crisis and that the British actually dismantled Stormont 
because it ceased to deliver ruling class dominance and the subordination of the masses. 
According to the writers, the real collapse occurred during the preceding four years, as a result 
of an unprecedented combination of events. Although there is a wide range of interpretations and 
theories concerning the failure of the state in Northern Ireland - and little consensus on its basic 
empirical dimensions - the authors outline three issues on which most commentors have 
generally agreed. First is the change in Catholic politics associated with the rise of the civil rights 
movement. This movement has been generally treated as the political expression of a novel social 
and economic force - a Catholic middle class. The second issue is the policies of the British 
government, whose precise effects have not been agreed upon. The main subject of this study 
deals with the third issue: the divisions within Unionism. The Unionist differences during 
1921-72 have been attributed to the polarization between declining, reactionary traditional 
capital and progessive, modernizing monopoly capital. 
PEACEMAKING FROM VERGENNES TO NAPOLEON: FRENCH FOREIGN RELA-
TIONS IN THE REVOLUTIONARY ERA, 1774-1814. By THOMAS M. IIAMS. New York, 
N.Y.: Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co., 1979,201 pp., cloth. 
This volume recounts the history of French foreign relations, as evidenced by international 
treaties and diplomatic correspondence completed by the monarchs and their foreign ministers. 
The author's thesis is that the manner in which a great power defines itself is through its relations 
with other nations. Therefore, a country's national diplomatic archives can be as valuable a 
resource as are demographic data or economic statistics, because they measure the state of inter-
national relations at any given time. In the tradition of diplomatic historians, Iiam views interna-
tional relations primarily in terms of public officials and their diplomatic agents, rather than as a 
series of confrontations between classes or private interest groups. 
The historical synthesis - in the form of a detailed narrative supplemented by the author's 
critical analysis - is presented in chapters arranged topically rather than chronologically. Conse-
quently, a more focused examination of France's long-term bilateral relationships with America, 
England, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Italy and the Soviet Union develops. 
Iiam contends that the "genius" of the French system may be explained by its basic assump-
tion that chancelleries and diplomatic missions should be staffed by individuals owing their 
allegiance to the crown or to the state, rather than to business partners or a religious order. 
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However, he also points out that, with no check on the power of individual policymakers and 
with parliaments that are content to assume an ancillary role in foreign affairs, the "national in-
terest" was defined by the monarchs and their ministers. Therefore, the author concentrates on 
the individual foreign ministers from Vergennes through Napoleon. 
At the conclusion of the volume, the writer has included an extensive, annotated bibliography 
of selected publications in six languages, which deal with French foreign relations from 
1774-1814. 
THE SOVIET UNION & EASTERN EUROPE 
THE COMMUNIST PARTIES OF EASTERN EUROPE. EDITED BY STEPHEN FISCHER-
GALATI. New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1979, 393 pp., 520.00 cloth. 
This collection of essays presents for the first time, in one volume, the historical and political 
evolution of the Communist parties of Eastern Europe. The analyses of the ruling parties of 
Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, 
Romania and Yugoslavia center on the policies, both past and current, of these parties. 
Specialists on the Communist party of each country covered provide insights in their essays con-
cerning these parties. The contributors attempt to bring into sharp focus the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of the various parties in terms of their relationships with the Soviet Union. More 
importantly, the roles that they play both in the internal workings of their nation and within the 
international Marxist tradition are discussed. Special attention is given to the many permutations 
of the Soviet model, but the contributors underline the fact that developments such as Titoism 
and other attempts at "socialism with a human face" have no chance of becoming models for 
future adaptation within the Soviet bloc. 
The contributors to The Communist Parties of Eastern Europe are Peter Prifti, L. A. D. Dellin, 
Peter A. Toma, Manfred Grote, Miklos Molmir, M. K. Dziewanoski, Trond Gilberg and Paul 
Shoup. Stephen Fischer-Galati also presents an introduction. 
RUSSIA'S ROAD TO THE COLD WAR: DIPLOMACY, WARFARE, AND THE 
POLITICS OF COMMUNISM, 1941-1945. By VOJTECH MASTNY. New York, NY: Colum-
bia University Press, 1979, 397 pp., 516.95 cloth. 
This book examines the diplomacy, warfare and politics of the Soviet Union between the Nazi 
invasion of 1941 and the Potsdam Conference of 1945. Focusing on Soviet policy during this 
period, the author addresses various aspects of the Soviet Union's role in inducing the conflict 
with the West which emered as the Cold War. 
The author conducts his study by dividing the three year period into various historical seg-
ments, discussing the Soviet involvement in the events which occurred. The central thesis of this 
study is that the demands of the Soviet regime caused the Cold War. To this end, Stalin's 
humiliation at Hitler's aggression is emphasized as a basic theme underlying Stalin's desire to ob-
tain control over Eastern Europe. The author concludes with a discussion of the lessons to be 
learned from the Cold War. 
THE KREMLIN'S DILEMMA: THE STRUGGLE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN EASTERN 
EUROPE. By TUITON BEAMISH AND GUY HADLEY. London, England: Presidio Press, 1979, 
273 pp., 512.95 cloth. 
This study examines the history of human rights in the six formerly independent nations which 
together comprise the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe. The historical period covered includes 
the years 1945 through 1975. The sole common denominator among the countries examined 
(Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, East Germany and Bulgaria) is their subservience 
to Russian overlordship. The aim of the book is to outline, against the Soviet government's atti-
tude, the struggle for human rights and national freedom, the four freedoms and the basic human 
decencies in these satellite states of the Soviet empire. 
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The book is divided into separate chapters covering each of the six satellite states. Appendices 
include extracts from the Helsinki Final Act and the text of Charter 77. 
Tufton Beamish, now Lord Chelwood, served as M.P. for Lewes in 1945. He went to Poland 
and warned against Stalin's promises of free elections and non-interference. He later wrote Must 
Night Fall (Hollis & Carter, 1950), in which he described the establishments of puppet regimes in 
Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria. Guy Hadley worked as a BBC Foreign correspondent in 
Europe for ten years after serving in the British Army from 1939-45. He personally witnessed the 
Greek Communist revolt, Tito's break with Stalin and the Polish "October" outburst in 1956. 
THE MORTAL DANGER: HOW MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT RUSSIA IMPERIL 
AMERICA. By ALEKSANDR I. SOLZHENITSYN. New York, N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1980,71 pp., 
$2.95 paper. 
The Mortal Danger is Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's most recent word on the evils of communism. It 
is a slightly revised reprint of a translation which appeared originally in Foreign Affairs. 
According to Solzhenitsyn, the West is currently in a crisis because of "sixty years of obstinate 
blindness to the true nature of communism." Solzhenitsyn focuses on what he believes are two 
misconceptions concerning communism. The first misconception embodies his dismal view of the 
communist system: it has no redeeming values, it is incapable of growing" kinder," it cannot 
coexist peacfully with other ideologies and its basic tenets are radically hostile to mankind. The 
second misconception, receiving the bulk of Solzhenitsyn's attention in this book, is the assump-
tion that there is an indissoluble link between communism and Russia. While the author remains 
one of the most fervent and vocal critics of communism, his heart is loyal to his homeland and its 
people. In the tradition of other great Russian writers, Solzhenitsyn's love for his country per-
vades his work. 
The Mortal Danger is especially timely during this period of redefining U.S. foreign policy 
towards the Soviet Union. Afghanistan and the spectre of Soviet intervention in Poland led 
Western policy makers to reconsider the efficacy of detente and the Salt II treaty. Solzhenitsyn's 
Harvard address, in which he chastized the materialism and complacency of the West, was a call 
to arms. The Mortal Danger renews that challenge. Unless the warning is heeded, Solzhenitsyn 
forecasts a Western retreat "into a pit from which there is no climbing out." 
THE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 
A CONVERSATION WITH ANNE DE LA TTRE: DEVELOPING THE SAHEL. SPON· 
SORED BY THE AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE fOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH. Washington, 
D.C.: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1979, 19 pp., paper. 
This pamphlet presents the edited transcript of a meeting held at the American Enterprise In-
stitute for Public Policy Research on March 16,1979. Madame Anne de Lattre, a political econo-
mist and head of the secretariat of the Club du Sahel of the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD), conversed with involved AEI scholars and fellows and other in-
vited guests, describing the evolution and operation of the Club du Sahel as an innovative experi-
ment in multinational development aid programs. She underlines the advantages of multina-
tional collaboration in dealing with the complex problems of such large areas as the drought-
striken Sahel subdesert that lies below the Sahara. Specific issues covered are: 1) the origins of the 
multinational program and its efforts at planning to cope with the long-range problems of the 
Sahel; 2) the bureaucratic mechanisms through which the collaboration of donor and recipient 
nations are effectuated; and 3) some of the major problems that confront development aid pro-
grams in the Sahel and some strategies for resolving these difficulties. 
COMMUNISM IN AFRICA. EDITED BY DAVID E. ALBRIGHT. Bloomington, IN: Indiana Uni-
versity Press, 1980,279 pp., $12.95 cloth. 
This collection of eight essays, by as many contributors, explores the background of commu-
nist developments in Africa over the past ten years. The central thesis of these essays is that the 
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importance of the communist developments in Africa is due to their effect on the activities of the 
Soviet Union in Africa. 
The essays are written by knowledgeable commentators in the area of communism on the con-
tinent. Several of the essays discuss the relations between the Soviet Union and Africa: Russia's 
Historic Stake in Black Africa, African Outlooks toward the USSR and Moscow's African Policy 
of the 1970's. In addition, some of the essays are broader in scope and include an appraisal of the 
impact of Cuba's growing role on Soviet calculations and policy, a review of the Sino-Soviet 
rivalry since the end of China's Cultural Revolution in the late 1960's and an evaluation of the ef-
fects of U.S. attitudes and behavior on Soviet policy concerning the continent. 
The editor's concluding essay establishes the areas of agreement and disagreement. He 
analyzes the implications that follow and briefly speculates on the future. 
AFGHANISTAN. By LOUIS DUPREE. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1980, 802 
pp., $9.95 paper. 
This book provides a comprehensive study of Afghanistan, tracing its history, people, land, 
and culture from the stone age to the present day in thorough detail. The author also has included 
numerous informative illustrations, maps, charts and diagrams as well as an extensive bibliog-
raphy and index. These supplemental materials, combined with the substantive text, create a one 
volume encyclopedic resource on the country. 
In addition, the author has written three epilogues, one for each new edition of the volume. 
These epilogues assess the most recent political developments in the nation, including the 1980 
invasion of Russia into Afghanisan. Dupree predicts that the peoples of northern Afghanistan, 
traditionally anti-Russian, will revolt, followed by a revolt of the entire country. He asserts that 
the "hawks" have won power in the Kremlin and that they will "pick the bones of the Afghan 
nation until nothing is left, but many Russian soldiers will pay the price." 
AFRICA AND THE UNITED STATES: VITAL INTERESTS. EDITED BY JENNIFER 
SEYMOUR WHITAKER. New York, NY: New York University Press, 1978, 244 pp., paper. 
The 1974 Lisbon coup d'etat signaled the virtual disappearance of colonialism in Africa, and the 
beginning of intracontinental political and economic upheaval. Both the decline of white rule and 
growing American and Soviet involvements on the continent forced a marked change in world at-
titude toward Africa. In light of these changes, the United States has become conscious of the 
need to carefully reconsider and redefine its African policy. 
This collection of essays focuses on major issues discussed at the meetings of the Foreign Rela-
tions Discussion Group on U.S. Policy Toward Africa, which began in the last month of the 
Nixon-Ford administration and continued into the Carter administration. The authors have 
highlighted factors which the U.S., in order to retain its influence in Africa, will have to consider 
in restructuring its policy. Among the topics treated are U.S. dependency on African mineral 
resources, increased Soviet activity, potential consequences of U.S.-Soviet military competition 
and threats to the U.S. economy and strategy posed by the conflicts in Southern Africa. The con-
tributors contend that consideration of these issues will be crucial in the formulation of new U.S. 
policy in Africa. The contributors include several African specialists and policy generalists. 
WHICH WAY IS SOUTH AFRICA GOING? By GWENDOLEN M. CARTER. Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1980, 155 pp., cloth. 
The author of this study recently returned to South Africa some years after her first and famous 
book on South Africa's political culture, The Politics of Inequality, was published in an effort to 
reassess the political, economic and moral future of this controversial regime. Feeling a deep 
responsibility to accurately depict the present situation, she devotes considerable attention to the 
many forces and issues which are so intricately interwoven in the volatile economic and political 
system which is South Africa. 
Specifically, the author addresses an unprecedented uncertainty which the Afrikaners have 
revealed with respect to the viability of their own policies, the new confidence of the black majori-
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ty, the long-standing issue of regionalism with its economic as well as cultural impacts, and, final-
ly, she notes the yet unknown influence of the newly established, purportedly Marxist, Zim-
babwe government. She also examines the roles of the white political opposition, the 
"Coloured," the Indians, the trade unions, the press, the churches and the security forces in any 
process of political change in South Africa. 
The author believes that, today, more than at any time since the establishment of the apartheid 
regime in 194-8, an increase in political fervor offers South Africa an opportunity for actual 
change. She remains optimistic about the possibility of a peaceful solution to the South African 
racial conflict rather than, as others suggest, an extremely long and violent revolution. 
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE SHAH. By AMIN SAIKAL. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1980,24-6 pp., $14-.50 cloth. 
The culmination of the author's five year study of the Shah of Iran's rule coincided with the 
takeover of the American Embassy in Tehran by Iranian students. This study is based on govern-
ment documents, published and unpublished literature, as well as visits to Iran, Britain and the 
United States to talk with officials and first hand observers. The author, a political scientist of 
Afghan origin, examines the rule of Mohammed Reza Shah Pahlavi [sic] from 1953 to 1979. The 
Shah's regime is analyzed in terms of its "dependence" on the United States in the 1950's for its 
survival, and the Shah's attempts in the 1970's to transform Iran into a major pro-Western 
regional power. The author discusses the formation of OPEC and the Shah's use of the organiza-
tion to maximize Iran's benefits from its oil and to minimize his own dependence on the United 
States. The Shah's pursuit of further economic and military power, as effectuated in part by his 
secret police (SA V AK), is seen as instrumental to his downfall. 
The inherent contradictions and weaknesses of the regime, argues Dr. Saikal, coupled with its 
repressive and unresponsive goals, ultimately led to the 1978 nationwide mass riots and the 
forced departure of the Shah. By tracing the history of the Shah's regime, the author highlights 
startling similarity bet~een the Shah's rise and his fall from power. In August 1953, as in 
January 1979, the circumstances were marked by bloodshed, popular discontent and the belief 
that he was an American puppet. The volume includes illustrations, maps and a thorough 
bibliography. 
THE U.S.S.R. IN IRAN. By FARAMARZ S. FATEMI. New York, NY: A.S. Barnes and Co., 
Inc., 1980,200 pp., $6.95 paper. 
Written over the past few years, this study provides an analysis of the events leading up to and 
including the seizure of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran. The author, born in Iran, suggests that the 
revolt of the masses was inevitable due to the conflux of internal problems and external inter-
ference. He details the history of Russian and Anglo-American conflict in Iran, which dates from 
1907. From the first Anglo-Russian partition of Iran and discovery of Iran's oil resources, 
through the rise, fall and rebirth of the Pahlevi regime, the author traces the effects of competiting 
power struggles. Also analyzed are the roles of the KGB, CIA and multinational oil companies. 
Numerous interviews with high-level Iranian political figures provide the focus and support for 
the assertion that the Shah's downfall was inevitable. An epilogue dealing with the consequent, 
continuing shock waves (including the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan) throughout the oil-rich 
Middle East makes this book as contemporary as it is compelling. A selected bibliography is in-
cluded. 
ASIA & THE PACIFIC 
JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES. EDITED 
BY WILLIAMJ. BARNDS. New York, NY: New York University Press, 1979,279 pp., paper. 
This collection of six essays sketches the development of Japan's economic, political and 
military ties with the United States, analyzes the current status of these ties and suggests policies 
to advance American-Japanese relationships in the future. These essays, which study the internal 
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developments of Japan in a fundamental light, are targeted at an American audience with limited 
knowledge of Japan. 
The first essay, "New Challenges to a Successful Relationship," contrasts the social and politi-
cal backgrounds of Japan and the United States, develops the unlikely alliance between the two 
nations and points out the issues that are now straining their relationship. In the second essay, 
"Domestic Politics and Japanese Foreign Policy," Japanese political trends from 1955 to the 
present are analyzed and their effects on domestic and foreign policy are delineated. "Japanese 
Economic Strategy and Prospects" traces that country's past economic success. This essay also 
describes the structural economic problems that have besieged Japan and proposes applicable 
policy considerations for the United States. "Trends in Japanese Foreign and Defense Policies," 
appraises Japanese perceptions of the forces, both friendly and hostile, that surround their island. 
This essay then presents the military options available to Japan in view of a strengthened Soviet 
threat and a weakened American security guarantee. The fifth essay, "U.S.-Japanese Relations 
and the American Trade Initiative of 1977: Was the Trip Necessary?," deals with the enormous 
U.S.-Japanese trade imbalance and the efforts of the United States government to deal with this 
imbalance. The final essay, "The United States and Japan in Asian Affairs," examines the 
American-Japanese alliance vis-a-vis Russia, China, the Koreas and Southeast Asia. 
THE JAPANESE ON TRIAL, ALLIED WAR CRIMES OPERATIONS IN THE EAST, 
1945-1951. By PHILLIP R. PICCIGALLO. Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1979,292 pp., 
$17.95 cloth. 
Nuremberg stands as the contemporary hallmark in the establishment of standards for the con-
duct of war. This study broadens the post-Second World War focus on war crimes. ThtJapantst 
On Trial shifts the setting of war atrocities during the Second World War from Hitler's Europe to 
the Japanese dominated Far East. This study provides an introduction to a relatively unstudied 
area of international human rights law. The author's purpose is to lay the groundwork for more 
comprehensive future research. 
Of special interest to the student of international law is the author's focus on war crime trial 
operations and procedures. Though the Japanese war crime trials took place under the combined 
aegis of the Allies, each of the eleven prosecuting countries ranging from the United States and 
England to the Soviet Union, the Netherlands, and the Philippines separately conducted trials. 
This study provides a short but wide-ranging introduction to comparative national law concern-
ing war crimes. While the author is concerned with the extent of atrocities committed by the 
Japanese, this study limits itself to an analysis of war crimes in the context of bringing to justice 
Japanese war criminals. 
UNCERTAIN YEARS: CHINESE-AMERICAN RELATIONS, 1947-1950. EDITED BY 
DOROTHY BORG AND WALDO HEINRICHS. New York, N.Y.: Columbia University Press, 1980, 
322 pp., cloth. 
In recent years, scholars of Chinese-American relations have witnessed the trend toward 
establishment of normalized relations between the two nations. This observation has led experts 
to speculate on tile origin ofthe rift between China and the United States. In 1976, the East Asian 
Institute of Columbia University provided an opportunity for historians and political scientists to 
extensively research the background of the historic China-United States antagonism, with close 
attention given to the period between 1947 and 1950. Two years later, the results of such research 
were presented at a two-day conference in Mount Kisco, New York. Uncertain Years is an edited 
compilation of the conference papers and summaries. 
Chinese-American relations deteriorated quickly between the years 1947-50. In order to 
understand the reasons for the alienation, the thirty conference participants concentrated on an 
analysis of events occurring during those critical years. The essays included in this book represent 
research done prior to the conference as well as the discussions based on papers presented at the 
conference by the participants. The editors of Uncertain Years have focused on several of the most 
extensively debated topics at the conference, including the political and military considerations 
which influenced the formation of United States, Chinese Nationalist and Chinese Communist 
policies during the years of 1944-1951. 
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NORTH AMERICA 
CANADIAN TORT LAW: CASES, NOTES, AND MATERIALS. By CECIL A. WRIGHT AND 
ALLEN M. LINDEN. Toronto, Canada: Butterworth & Co., Ltd., 1980, 7th ed., 1024 pp., 139.95 
paper. 
This casebook provides thorough coverage of tort law for both the student and the practitioner. 
The cases selected are mainly Canadian, but landmark cases from Anglo-American jurispru-
dence are included as well. The authors' approach is to pose provocative questions and legal 
dilemmas, rather than to provide definitive answers which are often lacking in the constantly 
changing law of torts. 
The format follows earlier editions. Most of the material focuses on negligence, but new chap-
ters covering defamation, nuisance and business torts have been added. The authors question the 
premises upon which various tort laws are based and they speculate on its future direction. For 
example, in one of the more fascinating chapters, the prospect of abolishing automobile accident 
suits is considered. New Zealand is a country which has done just that, establishing a govern-
ment-administered comprehensive system of compensation in its stead. The advantages and dis-
advantages of such a course of action are presented and could be the basis for much stimulating 
classroom discussion. 
ANTICOMBINES AND ANTITRUST: THE COMPETITION LAW OF CANADA AND 
THE ANTITRUST LAW OF THE UNITED STATES. By R.J. ROBERTS. Toronto, Canada: 
Butterworth & Co., Ltd., 1980,772 pp., cloth. 
This comprehensive reference work, part of the Canadian Legal Textbook Series, uses a com-
parative approach to explain and to exemplify the anticombines laws of Canada. The author 
demonstrates the application of the anticombines laws to various business activities in Canada 
and refers to the application of antitrust laws to the same activity in the United States. By pro-
viding information concerning the structure of business operations in Canada and in the United 
States, Roberts' thorough research and explanation of the subject matter render Anticombines and 
Antitrust an imperative text for any person who is seeking to comply with the competition laws of 
both countries. Each chapter of the work contains a table of pertinent cases and/or an up-to-date 
bibliography of relevant reference materials. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY FOR THE 80'., A VOTER'S GUIDE TO THE FACTS 
AND ISSUES. By THE EDITORS OF THE FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION. New York, NY: 
Foreign Policy Association, Inc., 1980,96 pp., 12.95 paper. 
Fourth in a series, this guide is published during presidential election years by the Foreign 
Policy Association. Though primarily intended to enlighten candidates and voters, its relevance 
transcends the presidential election. For the student of international law , it should prove useful as 
a general background or introductory document for selected international issues. The focus is 
American foreign policy, but there is coverage of issues touching a variety of geo-political set-
tings. 
Topics range from U.S. defense policy and international terrorism to South Africa, Cambodia 
and post-Afghanistan Soviet relations with the U.S. The delivery is comprehensive. Issues are 
defined point by point and background information includes historic, policy and demographic 
evolutions. Present administrative policy is outlined and each topic concludes with an encap-
sulated review of the pros and cons of alternatives to present policy. American Foreign Policy fOT the 
80's should prove particularly helpful for observing changes in American foreign policy during 
the year following the 1980 presidential election. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY: PATTERN AND PROCESS. By CHARLES W. KEGLEY, 
JR. AND EUGENE R. WITTKOPF. New York, NY: St. Martin's Press, 1979,464 pp., cloth. 
The theme ofthis book is that post-World War II American foreign policy has been guided by 
essentially the same goals and values. This thesis is tested against the argument that American 
foreign policy has been wavering and highly unpredictable. 
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One such goal is U.S. containment of the Soviet Union, a policy which arose upon the breakup 
of the American, British and Soviet alliance against Nazi Germany. It is argued that this policy 
first took the form of isolation of the Soviet Union under Truman, then antagonistic competition 
and the associated tactic of "brinkmanship" under Eisenhower. Johnson and Kennedy empha-
sized competitive cooperation with a shift from brinkmanship to deterrence based on "mutually 
assured destruction." Nixon, Ford and Carter stressed seduction and cooperation rather than 
coercion and force. Of course, recent, post-publishing events have seen the Carter administration 
adopt a more challenging stance toward the Soviet Union. 
The thesis of the book still stands, however, as containment is still a major goal for American 
foreign policy; tactics may change but guiding values persist. The authors systematically examine 
the international, societal, institutional, bureaucratic and individual factors that sustain these 
patterns. The reader is provided with a framework in which to understand both how U.S. past 
foreign policy relates to that of the present and likely policy formulations ofthe foreseeable future. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS 1978: A DOCUMENTARY RECORD. EDITED BY 
ELAINE P. ADAM. [Introduction by Richard P. Stebbins.) New York, NY: New York University 
Press, 1979, 528 pp., cloth. 
The eighth annual volume of the Council on Foreign Relations' American Foreign Relations series 
is a collection of edited documents concerning American foreign policy and foreign relations in 
the second year of the Carter administration. The book commences with a 143-page introduction 
discussing the successes and failures of U. S. foreign policy efforts on various fronts during that 
year. 
The documents section is a source book of excerpts from speeches by President Carter and 
other heads of state, communiques and other statements resulting from international con-
ferences, statements by cabinet secretaries and ambassadors, government memoranda and let-
ters, and portions of treaties, agreements and congressional resolutions of ratification. The 
documents are organized, as is the introduction, into a section on foreign policy developments 
generally, six geographic areas (the U.S.S.R., the Atlantic Alliance, the Middle East, Africa, the 
Americas and Asia), a section on the world economy and a final section entitled "Life in the 
Human Community" which deals with such topics as international terrorism, drug traffic and 
human rights. 
While the author of the introduction feels that 1978 produced mixed successes and failures in 
the efforts at normalizing U.S.-China relations, the SALT II negotiations, the Camp David ac-
cords, the Panama Canal treaties and other foreign policy efforts, he writes that a unified foreign 
policy still eludes the United States. 
SALT II AND U.S. - SOVIET STRATEGIC FORCES. BYJACQUELYNK. DAVIS,PATRICK 
J. FRIEL AND ROBERT L. PFALTZGRAFF, JR. Cambridge, MA.: Institute for Foreign Policy 
Analysis, Inc., 1979,51 pp., $5.00 paper. 
In this Special Report, the authors examine the SALT II Treaty within the context ofthe U .S.-
Soviet strategic balance. They conclude that the major flaw with the Treaty is its "inability to 
achieve the most important objective of arms control: strategic stability." 
The criteria specifically examined in this report are four: (1) the contribution of the SALT II 
Treaty to superpower strategic stability; (2) SALT II's effects on U.S. strategic force moderniza-
tion; (3) SALT II's implications for U.S. Alliance commitments; and (4) the verifiability of the 
Treaty. 
According to the authors, the United States must now increase and push forward its R&D 
program and it must deploy weapons systems that are needed to counter an increasing imbalance 
of strategic-military forces which favors the Soviet Union. 
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SOUTH AMERICA 
CHILE: THE LEGACY OF HISPANIC CAPITALISM. By BRIAN LOVEMAN. New York, 
NY: Oxford University Press, Inc., 1979,419 pp., paper. 
In this general history, the author traces the development of Chilean economic, social and 
political institutions from the arrival of European conquerors in the sixteenth century through the 
military regime of General Pinochet. Loveman provides a cogent analysis of the Hispanic tradi-
tion as affected by the expansion of capitalism, the introduction of western European liberalism, 
the emergence of Marxism and the influence of the United States. 
This in-depth study focuses on persistent tensions within Chilean society: maintaining social 
and political order in the context of liberty and achieving economic progress without exploiting 
the working classes. The author's focus is the Chilean version of Hispanic capitalism: a complex 
adaptation of neo-feudal political and economic institutions. The Spanish conquerors' de facto 
policy of pragmatic repression of the laboring classes is cited as a major recurring theme in 
Chilean history. In Chile, Loveman offers fresh insight into the historic roots of the nation's con-
temporary conflicts. The work contains a political chronology as well as an extensive guide to the 
literature on Chile. 
THE CENTRALIST TRADITION OF LATIN AMERICA. By CLAUDIO VELIZ. Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1980,306 pp., $22.50 cloth, $9.75 paper. 
During the past five centuries, centralism has had a powerful impact on the sociological, 
economic and political behavior of Latin Americans, and it has led to authoritarian regimes and 
economic development problems. Centralism has also been a crucial factor in the repeated 
failures of attempts to reform and modernize the nations of Latin America. Fundamental to a 
proper understanding of the origins of centralism is the dispellation of the "mistaken belief that 
the experiences of the industrialized nations of northwestern Europe is applicable to the sou thern 
regions of the New World." 
The author, in conjunction with leading sociologists, political scientists and economists, 
analyzes the chief distinguishing factors of the social, political and economic character of Latin 
American society from that of Europe: Latin America's lack offeudalism and absence of religious 
diversity and its lack of counterparts to the developments associated with Europe's Industrial and 
French Revolutions. While Veliz examines these factors at length, he declines to rest his analysis 
here and expands his discussion to include "positives" underlying the centralist tradition. These 
factors include Latin America's common Iberian stock, its sharing of historical, cultural and 
religious traditions and the close linkage of its Portuguese and Spanish languages. 
Veliz contends that the very heart of the Latin American centralist tradition is the vast tertiary 
sector which has developed and which has become inextricably intertwined with authoritarian 
bureaucratic institutions and routines that have retained their pre-industrial character. This in-
creased governmental centralism has led to situations' 'when the very men who from time to time 
upset a throne and trample on a race of kings bend more 'Ind more obsequiously to the slightest 
dictate of a clerk. " 
In concluding his discussion, Veliz cautions that past and future developments in Latin 
America are unlikely to be understood or appreciated if the region continues to be perceived as 
incipient western European countries or as overdeveloped sectors of the third world. 
